
Oh! Why can’t you behave?

                                        — Cole Porter


   I’ve recently heard that African elephants are under 
such pressure from Ivory poaching, that the female 
elephant’s tusks have diminished in size to the point that 
they are not considered worth poaching. Could such an 
adaptive response to human’s destructive behavior 
enable these creatures to save themselves? Adaptive 
behaviors elsewhere in the animal (and plant) kingdom 
may shed some light on this possibility.


   Consider the Brown Headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater). 
It’s primary food is bugs stirred up by migrating cattle 
(and other hooved animals). Because it must move with 
the herd in order to eat, it has no time for nest building or 
rearing of young. It lays its eggs in other birds’ nests, 
often destroying the other species’ eggs or babies. This 
adaptation means, where there are hooved animals, its numbers increase while its competitors’ 
numbers decline. 


   Life, it would seem, is about relationships, and is sustained by interactions within and 
between systems. I can see that in my pony pastures and nearby lawn (if it can be called a 
lawn), there are many more Cowbirds than there used to be. Darn: why did I not keep a record 
all these many years, to know the effect of my farm practices? How can I now know if there 
has been a corresponding reduction in other bird species. How should I measure the great 
increase in Barn and Tree Swallows resulting from the keeping of ponies? Knowing that my 
very presence on the land constitutes a kind of disturbance, I do purposely sustain varied 
habitats, to meet the needs of many species. I hope the continued bird banding project will 
shed light on how best to sustain these relationships, and provide information for good 
decision making.


   There’s a saying: “There’s safety in numbers”. The 
safety in being one of many, or of being lost in the 
crowd, has a correlative premise: there is safety in 
looking like other things in your neighborhood (mimicry). 
Many larva, caterpillars in particular, depend on looking 
like bird droppings, for survival. Few predators (birds 
included) choose bird poop from the menu, so, ta da!, if 
I look like feces (ugh!), I won’t get eaten. Think of the 
intricacies of this system, in which birds have become 
both predator and savior of bugs! 


   How would differing creatures survive without 
relationship to each other? Modern animal management 
means natural migration has all but ceased, and those 
creatures that evolved as followers, are now stationary. 
Birds still migrate, yet modern forestry practices, and home building, have fractured habitat 
where nesting takes place. I am hopeful that careful observation and good record keeping will 
lead to valuing all creatures as integral facets of a system as a whole?


   With apologies to John Donne, no Man (nor Bird, nor Bug) is an island entire of itself.




Ann Hanscom

                                                              * * * * *


Photo of caterpillar looking like bird poop is from National Geographic. All other photos are 
mine.


